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WHAT IS
INJECTION GEL?

An injectable gel is a flexible mass of mineral origin, for both dry and wet surfaces

solvent-free, durable soft-flexible. It is resistant to weather influences and UV 
radiation. It is resistant to frost and temperatures up to +100 C.

It has a binding capacity of water, and 
squeezes out the remaining water from 
its environment.

As a gel, the substance is water resis-
tant and has high resistance to diffu-
sion, to salt water and cold tempera-
tures.

It is not corrosive and is not affected by 
operations in bituminous surfaces.



An injectable gel is a particularly convenient and irreplaceable in the 
prevention of water penetration into the interior of underground (basement) 
rooms, or for recovery of inaccessible parts of underground or partially 
underground facilities, tunnels, hydroelectric power plants, swimming pools, 
fountains, and the like.

The material is suitable for sealing surfaces and joints in materials such as 
concrete, brick, glass, ceramic, aluminum, iron and all kinds of steel, copper 
and various synthetic materials.

WHERE TO APPLY
INJECTION GEL?



Repair, in most cases, is achieved by drilling injection holes in the damaged area of a 
structure and placing injection packs (operating and control) into them. The number and 
arrangement is determined separately for each case and depends on the quantity of 
water inflow, dimensions of the elements that are drilled and quality of the material from 
which the element is made of.

Through operating packs working under high pressure (50-200 bars) the right amount of 
gel is injected in the direction from which water under pressure enters into the interior. 
Injection is performed until on control packs, instead of water, gel appears. This ensures 
that water is permanently removed from an affected zone, and gel takes its place thus 
preventing remaining potential impacts of groundwater under pressure to occur.

The amount of gel that is injected, in principle, corresponds to the volume of water 
squeezed out. The mass remains permanently in the gel state, blocks the passage of 
water, what  finally results in a successful elimination of water from the damaged zone 
and therefore the successful remedial and preventive actions to possible further water 
penetration.

HOW TO APPLY
INJECTION GEL?



TECHNICAL DATA

« DESCRIPTION: Single component gel

« BASIS: Mineral, alkaline

« COLOR : Mint turquoise 

« SPEC. GRAVITY: 1,1

« TOXICITY : None

« CORROSIVENESS: None
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WHAT DISTINGUISHES 
THE EURAS SYSTEM 

FROM OTHER SYSTEMS

•	 Other	existing	systems	work	only	on	improvement	of	
barriers

•	 Our	 system	 recognizes	 the	 properties	 of	water	 as	 a	
fluid

•	 One-component	 mineral	 based	 gel	 is	 used	 at	 high-
pressure	regime	(hydralics)

•	 Using	pressure	of	the	gel,	water	is	squeezed	out	from	
a	damaged	area	of	a	construction

•	 It	 is	 performed	 in	 the	 contact	 zone	 between	 a	 con-
struction	and	the	soil	and	it’s	also	applicable	within	the	
construction	material	itself

•	 Penetrated	 gel	 uses	 waterways	 as	 its	 motion	 paths	
(vectors)

•	 The	gel	occupies	 the	water	space,	creates	overpres-
sure	and	water	 is	being	extruded	out,	also	absorbed	
and	blocked	into	the	gel	mass

•	 With	 this	 action,	 which	 significantly	 increases	 the	
pressure	in	the	groundwater,	we	test	the	surrounding	
structures	and	discover	new	places	with	leakages.

•	 Over	 time	 these	 overpressures	will	 be	 reduced	 to	 a	
normal,	natural	regime,	and	the	gel	mass	will	remain	
as	a	permanent	sealing	layer.

•	 All	 in	all,	 our	 system	eliminates	 the	 causes,	not	 the	
consequences



State of the structure: reinforced concrete double 
sandwich construction d=2x120,0 cm, with metal 
plates welded as waterproofing between. Visible 
water penetration into the concrete areas of sequels 
and numerous cracks and segregations. Especially 
critical in the area of changing the diameter of the 
manhole, where from the conical surface a large 
amount of penetrated water leaks and jeopardizes 
the safety (Substation, high voltage cables, electron-
ics).
The process of restoration: All past attempts of 
classical procedures of injection sticking water per-
meable cracks and joints using PU resin or coatings 
with penetration materials did not give a satisfactory 
result (many weak spots, inaccessible surface of the 
vault);
Implementation of the Euras Gel Type B enabled us 
to, on the principle of hydraulics, inject the material in 
the regime of high pressure (up to 200 bar), and 
entering into water courses in the area of metal 
insulation panels, using that present water as vectors 
of movement of gel, permanently suppress it and 
prevent it’s return. The gel pH> 8.8 additionally and 
permanently passivated reinforcing steel and metal 
insulation.

in the 
manhole (in the concrete-metal compound). 
Over 35,000 kg Euras gel was incorporated 

It also 
shows a fact that in a seemingly quality concrete 
there are cavities filled with aggressive water in 
structure that were exposed to extreme impacts 
during construction and exploatation.
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Project: PAP Lisina, HE Vrla, Srbija

Investor: HE Đerdap, Kladovo, Srbija

Works: repair AB walls of the
 pump manhole
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Condition of the structure: existing damage on turbines 
construction wall (structural steel), was made due to poor 
weld quality. Operating pressures are about 55 bar and 
cause a leak on the concrete structure of approximately 
20.0 l/min, with an upward trend.
In addition, the water is threatening the generator room, 
directly above the turbine: The turbine is Francis reversible 
power 180-185 MW, manufacturer is the Mitsubishi Heavy.

The process of restoration: conducted on the basis of 
diagnosis Euras Gel typ B was injected into concrete-met-
al joint near the damaged area until homogenous sealing 
layer was formed. The gel penetrated through zones that 
were filled with water before and significantly reduced the 
seepage.
The same material is used to supplement the pit liner zone 
which definitely stopped the penetration of water into the 
generator area. Current leakage is around 0 lit/min. This 
condition is currently stable and meets the requirements 
of investors. In case of need we have developed Euras gel 
type g (with low-abrasive filler based on rubber flour) that 
would, with new injection, form a non-degradable deposits, 
watertight in areas between the concrete and metal struc-
tures of turbine area, at the same time protecting against 
abrasion of turbine with which it may be in contact shortly.

Project:   ČHE Avče, Slovenia
Investor:   Rudis, Trbovlje, SENG, Nova Gorica
Works:   Repairing consequences of 
   structural damage on turbine area

(LEAKING)



State of the structure: reinforced concrete struc-
ture d= 45.0 to 70.0 cm, visible penetration of water 
(salt, aggressive with a lot of chloride) in the areas of 
concreting bits (joint floor plate and the wall and on 
the half of the height of the wall). In the construction 
phase swollen strips are placed at critical joints. 
Multitude cracks on the surface as well 
as water permeable gasket spacers for formwork.

The process of restoration: conventional 
injection sticking of water permeable 

cracks and joints using PU resin in which case inter-
ruption 

, but such a water 
remains mainly in construction besides armature 
and is intensively destructive.

Implementation of the Euras Gel Type B enabled us 
to, on the principle of hydraulics, inject the material 
in the regime of high pressure (up to 200 bar), using 
them as vectors of movement of gel and to suppress 
the existing water and prevents it’s return. The gel 
pH>8.8 additionally and permanently passivated 
reinforcing steel.
In the three reservoirs (in concrete) over 2,200 kg 
Euras gel It also shows a fact that 
in a seemingly quality concrete there are cavities 
filled with aggressive water in structure that were 
exposed to extreme impacts during construction 

can be seen 

proce-
dure would be 

of aggressive penetration of salt water into 
the interior of the tank occurs

was incorporated. 

and 
exploatation.www.eurastechnology.com

Project: Desalinations Plant, Episkopi, 
Cyprus

Investor: Mekorot, Israel

Works: repair AB walls and floors in 
reservoirs facility
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State of the structure: Existing damage to the struc-
ture were within the zone of dilation of the walls, near 
built-in tubular inlets, with water-permeable cracks and 
dysfunctional injection protections between wall and flo-
or.

The process of restoration: Based on our diagnosti-
cs, wall dilatations were injected with Euras Gel type B 
to achieve a homogeneous sealer in the dilatation. The 
same material was used for supplement filling of zone 
along the injection hose system failure, as well as filling 
defects in the part of the pipe inlet. Everything was done 
to the appearance of the gel to control wells, which indi-
cates full occupancy of the zone and groundwater elimi-
nation.
 

More than 2000 kg of Euras Gel was built in and existing 
leaking was permanently eliminated.

Project:	 	Kraftwerk	Hamm-Uentrop,	Deutschland
Investor:			Wiemer&Trachte	AG,	Siemens	AG
Works:	 	Repair	of	moisture	in	the	basement			 	
	 	 	section	of	the	object
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State of the structure: existing wall construction of 
solid brick d=80 cm, air insulation d=20 cm and a pro-
tective brick wall d=25 cm, built from 1925 to 1927.
Significant moisture in the wall was found. Attempted 
repair by waterproof plasters and coatings did not give 
any results.
Excavation of the building is not feasible due to the inac-
cessibility of part of the building and the adjacent con-
struction of underground works.

The process of restoration: based on our diagnostics 
presence of water in the air layer and the accompanying 
transfer of moisture to the inside wall of bricks across 
the connection was determined.
Raster injection was applied into the joint between the 
protective wall and soil using Euras Gel type B to achieve 
a homogeneous overlay to protect the outer wall.
By using the optical fibre camera we have documented 
the penetration of the gel into the air layer of the wall 
construction where underground water was penetrating 
before. The gel appeared on the lawn next to the build-
ing, on the site of the old roots of the felled tree. This 
process achieved permanent drying of the walls, remov-
ing the cause, not the consequence.

Project:	 	 King’s	Court,	Belgrade,	Serbia
Investor:	 	 Ministry	of	Culture,	Energoprojekt-		 	
	 	 	 oprema,	Srbija
Works:	 	 Repair	of	moisture	in	the	basement		 	
	 	 	 section	of	the	object



State of the structure: reinforced con-
crete structure d=30.0 to 90.0 cm, vis-
ible water leaks (salty, aggressive with a 
lot of chloride) in the areas of concrete 
extensions (wall and floor joints and dila-
tations). During the construction phase 
Sikaplan foil was embedded and injection 
ports derived for repairs.
The process of restoration: injection 
of Euras Gel type B was performed ac-
cording to the plan of repair in the areas 
where the presence of water in injection 
tubes was observed. Unlike the Sika poly-
acril gel type 305 repair materials, Euras 
gel has consequently displaced the entire 
captured water in the concrete-insulation 
area. Following the waterways the gel 
often skipped built-in waterstop strips. 
It followed the water and its paths until 
complete elimination. This resulted in the 
gradual drying of all water stains on the 
garage floor.
More than 12,000 kg of Euras Gel was em-
bedded. At the same time that shows how 
many cavities filled with aggressive water 
exists in seemingly quality concrete in the 
areas of wall and floor hydro insulation.

Project:   Marina Limassol, garage, Cyprus
Investor:   Themeliotechniki, Cyprus
Works:   repair of floor and wall hydro 
   insulation (Sikaplan foil)
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(More photos on next page)
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Project:   Marina Limassol, garage, Cyprus
Investor:   Themeliotechniki, Cyprus
Works:   repair of floor and wall hydro 
   insulation (Sikaplan foil)
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State of the structure: reinforced concrete 
double sandwich construction d=2x35,0 cm, 
incorporating heavy doors as a link to potable 
water reservoirs and technical facilities. 
Visible leaks in joining zones of two walls and 
on metal-concrete joints. 

The process of restoration: Application 
Euras Gel Type B enabled us to inject the 
material in the regime of high pressure (up to 
200 bar) on the principle of hydraulics. 
Entering the waterways in the area of the 
interface between two concrete blocks and 
between concrete and metal and using 
existing water as a vector of gel movement, 
water is permanently suppressed and its 
reappearance is blocked. Additionally gel 
pH>8.8 permanently passivates reinforcing 
steel and metal construction.

More than 25 kg of gel is embedded (into 
concrete-metal joints). At the same time that 
shows how many cavities filled with 
aggressive water exists in seemingly quality 
concrete in structures exposed to extreme 
impacts during construction and operation.

Project: Hoch Behaelter, Wasserwerk 
Usingen, Deutschland

Investor: Wasserbeschaffungsverband  
Usingen, Deutschland

Works: reapir of water penentration 
near revision door



•	 The	 Deutsche	 Bahn	 has	 tested	 polyacrylic	 gels	 de-
veloped	by	 some	 companies	 and	discovered	 it’s	 pH	
instability	 and	 tendency	 to	 transition	 to	 low	 values	
(acid	reaction)

•	 Our	Gel	type	10+	was	tested	for	sealing	of	joints	in	
tunnels	in	the	Wissbau,	Essen,	Germany	and	for	ap-
plying	in	protection	of	steel	wire	ropes	for	pre-stress-
ing	in	the	Institute	for	Materials,	Serbia

•	 Maximum	pH	value	reached	was	12.93	and	usual	val-
ue	is	pH>10.30

•	 Euras	gel	type	B	has	pH	of	8.50	to	9.00	and	it	is	a	car-
rier	of	agents	that	achieve	specific	tasks

•	 It	is	used	for	removing	water	and	implement	perma-
nent	passivation	of	reinforcing	steel

Euras Gel type 10+
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Condition: Comparative analysis of all poly-
acrylic injectable gels for use on railway 
premises was conducted. 18 samples were 
examined and gave very different results on 
the stability of the pH value, which has a di-
rect influence on the corrosion of reinforc-
ing steel. Only two samples kept high pH of 
about 9.00 after 90 days, while there were 
samples in which the pH dropped to 1.20! 
Based on such results it was decided that the 
tested polyacrylic gels did not meet the re-
quirements for use of railway facilities in Ger-
many and that in the future all water-based 
injection materials should have a minimum of 
pH>10.00 in order to protect the reinforced 
structure (as since 2006).
Result: Euras Gel Type 10+ was developed. 
It is based on Gel Type B as the carrier and 
mineral additives that permanently raise the 
pH above 10.00. Tests are made in Wissbau, 
Essen, Germany and in the IMS, Serbia. The 
first sample was made back in 2007. It was 
experimentally used in a few projects and has 
given good results, as expected.

(The Institute report on the following pages)

Project:  Examination of the risk of corrosion of re  
  inforcing steel influenced by acrylic gel 
Investor:  Deutsche Bahn, Deutschland
Research: Institut fuer Bauforschung, RWTH Aachen,  
  Germany
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•	 It	is	used	to	eliminate	harmful	effects	
of	very	 low	temperatures	on	the	 im-
plemented	 gel	 and	 its	 ability	 to	 in-
crease	volume

•	 It	 is	 applied	 in	 shallow	 groundwater	
areas	where	freezing	is	expected

•	 It	is	used	for	repair	of	drains	in	public	
garages	and	flat	roofs	over	unheated	
spaces,	entrance	areas	of	tunnels,	etc.

•	 All	Euras	gels	are	made	on	inorganic	
basis	 and	 are	 harmless	 to	 the	 envi-
ronment,	groundwaters	particulary.

Euras Gel type -20
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Condition of the structure: reinforced 
concrete structure d=30 cm, with layers 
of waterproofing and protective coating 
of concrete slabs. Permanent leakage is 
observed in places of drains and cracks in 
the garage roof panel. During rainfall and 
snowmelt it is significantly increased.
The process of restoration: standard 
procedure attempts have been made ear-
lier by removing the protective layer, and 
protecting drain construction with bitu-
men based waterproofing materials.
Application of the Euras Gel Type B allowed 
us to inject the material on the principle of 
hydraulics in the regime of high pressure 
(up to 200 bar). By entering the water-
courses in the drain pipes area and in the 
insulation layer, we managed to squeeze 
out the water permanently and prevent 
it’s return.
Gel Type -20 was used because the ga-
rage is not heated, and the roof plate suf-
fers extreme winter temperatures.

Project:  Garage in New Belgrade, Serbia
Investor:  Private users, New Belgrade, Serbia
Works:  Repair of waterproofing in the area where  
  drain pipe enters flat roof



•	 This	is	the	grout	that	works	on	the	laws	of	hydraulic	
systems

•	 It	is	a	composition	of	carrier	gel	and	mineral	aggre-
gates,	with	or	without	the	addition	of	cement

•	 It	displaces	water	from	a	given	area,	not	dissolving	
and	mixing	with	surrounding	water

•	 The	final	compressive	strength	is	almost	unimpaired	
relative	to	the	value	of	same	material	without	the	ad-
dition	of	carrier	gel

•	 Speciific	weight	 is	 2.0-2.2	 g/cm3	 depending	 on	 ag-
gregate

•	 It	can	be	injected	underwater,	both	static	or	flowing	
(fresh	or	sea)	without	being	degraded.

•	 It	is	used	for	contact	grouting	of	tunnels	in	areas	of	
higher	water	flow	and	achieves	the	effect	of	immedi-
ate	insulation

•	 Currently	 it	 is	 in	 the	 reconstruction	 program	 as	 an	
alternative	grouting	solution	for	consolidation	of	res-
ervoir	of	hydro	power	plant	Visegrad,	Bosnia	where	
water	losses	are	around	15	m3/sec.

Euras Mortar (injection)
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Project:  Development of injection 
mortar for contact application in 
tunnels with immediate insulating 
abilities.

Result: Based on existing injection 
mortar formulas with a low amount 
of cement, adding different 
amounts of Euras Gel we achieved 
an injection mortar with excellent 
propagation on a vibration table, 
able to stick to any surface (on a 
plastic bottle as shown), to dis-
place the water going into it and 
not interfering with it and not 
releasing cement.

The compressive strength is just 
slightly reduced compared to the 
original mixture. 

Project: Neuer Kaiser Wilhelm Tunnel, 
Cochem, Deutschland

Investor: Alpine Bau, Dortmund, 
Deutschland

Works: development and testing of Euras 
mortar (injection)
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Project: Neuer Kaiser Wilhelm Tunnel, 
Cochem, Deutschland

Investor: Alpine Bau, Dortmund, 
Deutschland

Works: contact injection of Euras mortar 
(injection)

State of the structure: reinforced concrete 
precast tunnel construction, occurrence of 
water leakage at joints of precast elements.

The process of restoration: application of 
Euras mortar (injection) in the areas of 
increased water flow. Injection is performed 
using the existing equipment by adding Euras 
Gel into mortar which functions on hydraulic 
basis. Existing water is effectively and perma-
nently eliminated from the contact zone. 
Lining of  the injection equipment didn't have 
openings for water drained from tunnel lining 
joints and excavated rock profiles. It was not 
mounted on said project, or on the next 
Karslruhe  tunnel project.



State of the structure: Dilatations between blocks 2 and 3 
in the area of dry and wet gallery were done with a triple wa-
terstop tape. Damage and water leakage were observed soon 
after the completion of construction (1972), and over time 
the amount has increased significantly and progresses (more 
than 100 l/sec during winters). Attempts to close dilatation 
have been made, we found embedded injection pipes in the 
damaged area.
The process of restoration: injection of Euras mortar into 
expansion zone was performed, in dry and later in wet gal-
lery. It was previously covered with expanded metal strips 
with holes that retain 4.0 to 8.0 mm fraction and was tempo-
rarily fixed with a subframe. Water in dilatation had a water 
column of more than 40 m (bottom water) and performed the 
partial flush of injected mortar whose fraction of d>4 mm re-
mained on the metal and in some parts it completely stayed. 
Such embedded layer eased the water impact and became a 
drainage layer. Euras Gel type B was supplemented by injec-
tion and it restored insulating properties of the injection mor-
tar where it was needed. In the area above this layer we in-
jected Euras Gel and, being heavier than water (1.12 to 1.15 
g/ cm3), it formed a fluid insulating layer resting on a layer 
of plaster on one side, and pressed with the water column 
on the other. Such a hydraulic seal follows all movements of 
dilatation and functions smoothly.
Construction was taken away by an unknown suspect before 
the final fixing the sliding anchors, and has not been renewed.

Project:  HE Đerdap 1, Dilatation S2-S3, Wet Gallery
Investor:  JP Đerdap, Kladovo, Srbija
Works:  Repair of dilatation in the wet gallery
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•	 Is	a	composition	of	the	carrier	gel	type	B	and	filler	
that	has	role	to	adsorb	radionuclides	contained	in	
contaminated	soil	and	water

•	 Using	a	hydraulic	effect,	consolidation	grouting	in	
soil	can	be	done	in	terms	of	elimination	and	stop-
ping	 contaminated	 groundwater	 with	 immediate	
effect,	to	identify	the	sources	of	groundwater	con-
tamination	 and	 damaged	 parts	 of	 the	 structure	
which	are	permanently	isolated

•	 At	the	Institute	Vinca,	Serbia	testing	of	our	gel	mix-
ture	and	its	stability	was	carried	out	to	12500kgy	
without	loss	of	insulating	ability.

•	 Absorption	additive	is	a	result	of	the	development	
of	the	ITNMS,	Serbia

•	 This	system	is	for	use	in	recovery	of	contaminated	
ground	 water	 and	 damage	 to	 the	 structure	 that	
caused	it,	i.e.	in	solving	problems	or	final	storage	
of	nuclear	waste

•	 Till	now	this	system	hasn’t	been	applied

Euras Gel type γ
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Skladište karbamida, Azotara Pancevo HIP Pančevo
Podzemna garaža, Novi Beograd Napred, Novi Beograd
Hochbehelter Neu Anspach (D)  Wasserbeschaffungsverband Usingen (D)
Plivački bazen, Novi Sad SPENS Novi Sad
Hochbehehelter Merzhausen (D) Wasserbeschaffungsverband Usingen
Slivnici, ravni krov pozorišta Srpsko Narodno Pozorište, Novi Sad
Ravni krov, mala sala, Novi Beograd Beogradska Arena, Novi Beograd
Michael Bilding, Limassol (CY)  Privat Kunde, Cyprus
Ravni krovovi, Sajamske hale, Beograd Beogradski Sajam, Beograd
Vojni objekat, Jadovnik Vojska Srbije
Liftovski saht, Nemanjina 6, Beograd JP Zeleznice Srbije
Vojni objekat, Divčibare Vojska Srbije
Garaža Pionirski park, crpna stanica Energoprojekt-niskogradnja, N. Beograd
Izlozbeni prostor, muzej, Knjazevac Zavičajni muzej, Knjaževac
Zidna galerija, HE Zvornik HE Zvornik
Rezidencija, ul. Jevrema Grujica Beograd Vojska Srbije
JG Pionirski Park, Beograd Energoprojekt-niskogradnja, N. Beograd
Streljana, Pančevo Vojska Srbije
Bilding Tessera Fanaria, Larnaca Themeliotehniki, Cyprus
Chapo Central, Nicosia Chapo-Themeliotehniki, Cyprus
Deloitte Nicosia Athienitis-Themeliotehniki, Cyprus
Stambeni objekat, garaža, C. Nikolaja , Beograd No Limite Style, Subotica, Srbija
Waterplant, Nicosia GCC-Themeliotehniki, Cyprus
Desalination Plant, Pafos Themeliotehniki, Cyprus
PAP Lisina, HE Vlasina HE Đerdap, Srbija
HE Djerdap I HE Djerdap, Srbija
Olympic Residence Limassol (CY) Atlas Pantou, Temeliotehniki (CY)
HE Vrla 1-4 HE Djerdap, Srbija
Brodska prevodnica, Djerdap I HE Djerdap, Kladovo

Schacht, Obertshausen Hill GmbH, Mainz
Reihenhäuser, Bad Vielbel - Dortelweil SÜBA GmbH, Frankfurt/M
Vojno Medicinska Akademija, Beograd, (SCG) Vojska Jugoslavije
Javno sklonište, Bul. Revolucije 384,  Beograd,  (SCG) Javno preduzeće za skloništa, Beograd
Atomsko sklonište, Bul. C. Lazara 40,  Novi Sad,(SCG) Javno preduzeće za skloništa, Beograd
Uniklinik, Frankfurt/M Business Werkstatt GmbH, Dreieich
EFH, Offenbach - Mühlheim Privat Kunde, Offenbach
Stajaliste Vukov spomenik, Beograd, (SCG) ZTP, Beograd
Wasserbehälter Hattensteinweicher, Usingen Wasserbeschaffungsverband, Usingen
Schacht, bei Eschbach Wasserbeschaffungsverband, Usingen
Päritetgebäude, Frankfurt/M Business Werkstatt GmbH, Dreieich
Podzemni prolaz, Sajam, Beograd, (SCG) Ratko Mitrovic-Holding, Beograd (SCG)
Martinushaus, Aschaffenburg Hörnig Gruppe, Aschaffenburg
EFH, Larnaca, (CY) Privat Kunde, Larnaka, (CY)
Reihenhäuser, Rüsselsheim-Bauscheim DM Bau GmbH, Rüsselsheim
Reihenhäuser, Rüsselsheim-Königstädten DM Bau GmbH, Rüsselsheim
Podzemni prolaz, Bul. Vojvode Misica, Beograd Holding Ratko Mitrovic, Beograd
Samico Bilding, Nicosia (CY) Temeliotehniki & JP Cyprus
US Army Kaserne, Hanau , Pumpenhaus Hoernig Grupe, Aschaffenburg
tera Bilding, Limassol (CY) Temeliotehniki & JP , Cyprus
Podzemni prolaz na Terazijama, Beograd Direkcija za puteve, Beograd
Hotel Aeneas, Agia Napa (CY) Temeliotehniki , Cyprus
Attiko Metro, Aigaleo, Atina (GR) Domissima & Pantehniki & Aktor
Hotel Sun Garden , Agia Napa, (CY) Temeliotehniki , Cyprus
Altenhaus, Larnaka (CY) Privat Kunde , Cyprus
Podzemno skloniste, Valjevska 8, Beograd Stankom Holding, Beograd
Poslovni objekat, Vasina 8, Beograd Faring d.o.o., Beograd
Zeleznicka stanica, Kikinda JP Železnica Srbije
Kraljevski dvor, Beograd Energoprojekt AD, Beograd
Zgrada Opštine Pancevo Opština Pančevo
Desalinations Plant Dhekelia, (CY) Cybarco LTD, Cyprus
Zgrada JKP Sklonište, N.Beograd Napred, N. Beograd
Tiefgarage, Oldenburgerstr. Muenchen, (D) Terres GmbH, (D)
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Desalinations Plant Episkopi (CY) Mekorot & Themeliotechniki (CY)
HE Vrla 1-4 HE Djerdap, Kladovo
Apartment Bilding, Larnaka (CY) Themeliotechniki (CY)
Office Bilding Demetriades, Limassol (CY) Themeliotechniki (CY)
Dilatacija s2-s3, mokra galerija, Đerdap I HE Đerdap, Kladovo (SRB)
Basement, Sikaplan, Marina Limassol Themeliotehniki (CY)
Fuel station, Marina Limassol Themeliotehniki (CY)
Marina Limassol (CY) Themeliotehniki (CY)
Wohnpark Suedring, Duesseldorf (D) Wohnpark Suedring GbR, Dusseldorf (D)
ČHE Avče, turbinski prostor, (SLO) Rudis, Trbovlje (SLO)
Sharjah Mall, UG Garage, (UAE) All aspects, Sharjah, (UAE)
Tunnel Monte Kristo, Malta Polidano Group, Malta

...and many more objects
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